
samQ License
Optimizer for SAP
samQ is software that permanently and automatically 
optimizes SAP licenses in all connected SAP systems 
to the most cost-effective level, at the same time 
taking SAP compliance requirements fully into account. 
 

All contract contents, including special conditions, can 
be considered during samQ customizing, and samQ has 
extensive analysis features to make Engine Consumption, 
Digital Access, S/4HANA license transformation, or even 
RISE analyses transparent.

With samQ, you can start the modern digital transformation 
in SAP license management fully automatically, save 80% 
of the administrative license activities, and enable the 
license manager to have a complete and transparent license 
overview - also via cloud connector to cloud products.



Any company that deploys SAP software is only permitted to use it in accordance with the 
contractual terms. However, different license metrics and licensing conditions exist for the various 
SAP products.

S/4HANA is just around the corner and considerations regarding on-premise or cloud, or perhaps 
outright RISE with SAP, present multiple challenges. SAP‘s overall cloud applications also need to 
be considered.

SAP system measurement – Are you paying too much?
To prove correct use of SAP products, based on SAP standard practice, companies must measure 
their systems once a year. They do this independently, but according to SAP‘s guidelines, and then 
submit the results to SAP. SAP writes in this regard:

Companies with a large number of SAP users and a complex SAP landscape with several productive 
systems face an enormous challenge. Reliable usage data must be collected in order to assign 
the optimal license to each SAP user at all times. However, this requires significant effort in terms 
of personnel, time, and ultimately costs that cannot be managed manually. To ensure compliance 
and prevent under-licensing, SAP customers therefore often allocate licenses on the basis of 
authorizations, many of which are out of date, and not a true reflection of actual requirements. 

Whilst this is in line with SAP‘s current standard User definitions, the result is that  users receive a 
maximum license instead of a cheaper one that would be much better suited to their needs. This 
means that customers are paying unnecessary additional costs for licenses and maintenance 
due to over-licensing.

Complex requirements for SAP license management

To be able to measure all users of your SAP installation clearly and exactly, you 
must classify your users in accordance with the current use and the underlying 

price list before every system measurement. If your contract changes, you must 
reclassify the users that have already been classified in accordance with the 

user types in the new license.

Source: SAP Help Portal (Documentation), Process of System Measurement, 7. Classify the Users



Non-compliance & under-licensing
Another major financial and legal risk exists in the case of under-licensing. In this case, the actual 
usage of an individual exceeds the scope of authorization of their license. SAP can therefore 
demand additional payments or the purchase of additional licenses - even in the context of a legal 
dispute. Often, however, no additional licenses need to be purchased at all. A corrected allocation 
or improved user classification is sometimes sufficient to release enough licenses to be used 
elsewhere. However, this potential is not apparent from the results of the standard SAP system 
measurement, as SAP does not check for this!

With the help of “samQ License Optimizer for SAP“, SAP customers can uncover such cases,  
classify users according to their actual usage and automatically adjust the results in the  
connected SAP systems directly through samQ. As a result, existing licenses are used 
more efficiently, compliance guidelines are adhered to, and costs for license purchases and  
maintenance are reduced. This is not feasible without a precise, automatic tool.

The easiest and most reliable solution: samQ!
Optimizing the SAP license inventory with “samQ License Optimizer for SAP“ guarantees a 
permanent, ideal distribution of the existing license inventory based on the actual usage of SAP 
users. The tool collects reliable data on the usage behavior and analyzes and evaluates it using 
a transaction database with the optimal license type. The result is a permanently optimized SAP 
landscape. This makes time-consuming preparations for SAP system audits a thing of the past. 
License audits become transparent, verifiable and no longer lead to unnecessary expenses.
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samQ is programmed in ABAP, and installed as an SAP add-on on a central ABAP system that is connected 
to the systems to be measured via standard RFC connections. No installation software is required in 
other systems, unless in the Digital Access area one wants to determine the Users generating documens 
relating to Digital Acces. In this case, a special report must be installed in the corresponding systems, 
which additionally collects this information and sends it to samQ.

The heart of samQ is a transaction database. For this purpose VOQUZ Labs provides a collection of all 
standard transactions that can be executed in SAP. This database can be extended by customer-specific 
license definitions as well as individual Z and Y transactions, and contains the most common SAP add-ons. 
The transaction database is constantly extended and updated with new transactions. This makes samQ 
the only dynamic solution on the market for SAP Software Asset Management Solutions.

Active SAP License Management: Act now! 
“samQ License Optimizer for SAP“ gives you full control over your SAP license management. Thanks to the 
usage-based license distribution, you are optimally prepared for the annual system measurement at any 
time - without having to manually classify users. Duplicate or inactive users are consolidated and unused 
licenses are detected. In addition, samQ analyzes the current usage of Digital Access in order to make the 
most favorable licensing of indirect usage transparent to the company.

With the analysis functions in samQ, an unlimited number of different theoretical licensing situations can 
be recreated, S/4HANA licensing landscapes are determined with accuracy from the existing activities of 
the users in the SAP systems or the FUEs to RISE with SAP. All of the findings are presented in a clear and 
very easily understood dashboard.



Benefits at a glance 

Automatic licensing on a usage basis or according to assigned authorizations

Permanent automatic maintenance of the most cost-effective license 
distribution while maintaining SAP compliance

Disclosure of over- or under-licensing

Targeted (re)purchase of the optimal license types using the entire possible 
range of SAP licenses

Central license optimization in all connected systems reduces the previous 
manual effort by up to 80%

USMM protocols are generated centrally at the push of a button and the annual 
measurement can be started centrally in samQ

All measurable engine values can be bundled under the corresponding material 
numbers in the dashboard and their current values displayed

Support for the analysis for the license model change to S/4HANA or RISE with 
SAP in the form of FUEs

and more

Automatic monitoring of Digital Access and other indirect usage

License information is made available transparently and centrally



Detailed Features

Central License Management
samQ facilitates central management of all SAP user licenses. There is no need to edit user 
profiles in each individual system. Instead, samQ enables information to be updated across all 
connected SAP systems. samQ identifies inactive SAP users and deactivates their accounts. 
Double user accounts are consolidated so that every SAP user has exactly one named user 
license across all SAP systems. The licenses freed in the process eliminate the need to purchase 
new ones and enable you to reassign unused licenses.

Named-User License Optimization 
samQ thoroughly analyzes the usage data of all individual SAP users and determines who uses 
SAP in which way. The transaction data is used to determine the optimal license type. samQ 
automatically recognizes changes in users’ usage behavior that would be difficult to detect 
without a software tool, and it modifies the licenses accordingly. This permanently ensures that 
your licensing status is always as low as possible. 

Transaction Database
samQ uses a dynamic transaction database known as the Optimization Engine to determine the 
optimal license types. It contains all the transactions executable in SAP that were evaluated with 
a specific named-user license type. The transaction database is constantly modified, expanded, 
and updated to include new transactions, for example, when SAP makes changes to its price 
and condition lists. samQ checks the usage data collected for individual users against the 
transactional database and automatically switches to the correct type of license if the current 
license does not suit their usage behavior.

Customizing 
samQ enables customers to take into account all the details from company-specific SAP contracts 
in order to create a precise model of their business conditions. An extensive range of customizing 
options are available to the client for this purpose. For example, prices and conditions, ratio-based 
rules (ratio of professional to limited professional user licenses), special licenses, transaction 
evaluations for customer-specific transactions, and more can all be precisely configured. This 
information provides a framework for optimizing the SAP licenses.

Management reports based on a 
multi-layered dashboard
For the visualization of the most important license data a comprehensive dashboard is available 
here you get, without having to go directly into the SAP all data prepared displayed.



Detailed Features

Automatic System Measurement
The optional module helps users conduct the annual system measurement. It automates 
both engine and user measurement centrally across all systems from a single point. Engine 
measurement makes it possible to generate and save full USMM reports. In the process, 
samQ saves the date-stamped USMM measurement results (full result logs) and makes  
them available at all times for all kinds of evaluations. This module is especially useful for 
monitoring engine usage.

LAW Workbench
This module makes it very easy for you to check the results of your LAW reports. samQ compares 
your calculations with the LAW results, identifies any deviations, and enables a drilldown all the 
way to the user/client level. Consequently, you can always be sure that the reported results match 
your calculations.

Analysis Mode and ‘What-if’ Scenarios
Evaluations can be run in samQ with fully customized settings without changing existing 
customized settings or deactivating daily optimization. samQ offers a variety of license templates 
for this purpose. Advantageous configurations can be saved or used directly in customized 
settings, as required. This makes it possible to develop scenarios that factor in license types that 
are not yet part of the customer’s license inventory.

Digital Access & Indirect Access Analysis
samQ automatically determines the documents collected by Passport and simultaneously shows 
which users have created them. This gives you a complete overview of possible digital access. 
With samQ you can also find out which third-party systems and add-ons access your SAP data. 
samQ automatically analyzes all RFC connections and the data exchanged via them. In doing so, 
samQ examines the interfaces with regard to actual use and then determines and classifies the 
critical cases. This provides you with a continuously updated risk overview that serves as the 
basis for further analyses.

S/4HANA analysis and identification of FUEs
Every company has to realize the changeover to S/4HANA in the next few years. One 
of the key issues is to identify the required licenses in the new world. The SAP tools are  
fundamentally too coarse here and do not produce optimized results. With samQ, analyses  
can be performed in a few simple steps that show which licenses will be required later under 
S/4HANA or under RISE with SAP.

Web services, Fiori and third-party activities
Many activities no longer take place directly in SAP, but are realized through apps on the web. 
samQ determines the associated licenses or identifies whether there is a case of digital access 
and therefore users no longer need a license because the use is already covered by digital access.
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About VOQUZ Labs

Our SAP Solutions

VOQUZ Labs is a leading provider of SAP® software solutions that support businesses to manage their 
SAP® platform and business operations in an effortless and cost-effective way. Our portfolio consists of 
products designed to reduce SAP® license costs, enhance compliance and avoid business losses - we 
deliver efficient SAP® management by combining innovative tools with our extensive consulting expertise 
in license advisory, compliance and internal controls. We serve customers around the world from our 
offices in Amsterdam, Berlin, Cape Town, Cluj-Napoca, Kuala Lumpur, Lausanne, London, Mexico City, 

Munich, New York, Singapore and Stuttgart.    

Best-in-class tools to improve the efficiency of SAP®:  An ERP strategy has long-term impacts – our 
visoryQ Business Case Builder for SAP® reviews customers’ strategies, options and costs to facilitate 
their transition from ERP to S/4HANA and RISE. VOQUZ Labs is a recognized leader in SAP® license 
management. Most of our samQ® software customers achieve savings in license and maintenance 
fees that significantly exceed their investment in samQ®, which assesses and manages SAP® licenses, 
automates user classification and helps customers to save costs. setQ® is a tool for managing users 
and authorizations. It reduces access risks and SODs and increases compliance. For business screening 
and automation of internal control systems, remQ continuously monitors and controls critical business 
processes. remQ Follow the Money protects revenue and prevents financial loss in sales, finance, 
procurement and payroll. remQ Sanctions Compliance helps reduce counter-party and legal risks by 

screening business partners against global sanctions lists. Use our solutions to save costs!

http://www.voquzlabs.com
http://www.voquzlabs.com

